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Methods of locating and identifying buried landmines using high-pressure waterjets were investigated. Methods were based on
the sound produced when the waterjet strikes a buried object. Three classification techniques were studied, based on temporal,
spectral, and a combination of temporal and spectral approaches using weighted density distribution functions, a maximum
likelihood approach, and hidden Markov models, respectively. Methods were tested with laboratory data from low-metal content
simulants and with field data from inert real landmines. Results show that the sound made when the waterjet hit a buried object
could be classified with a 90% detection rate and an 18% false alarm rate. In a blind field test using 3 types of harmless objects and
7 types of landmines, buried objects could be accurately classified as harmful or harmless 60%–90% of the time. High-pressure
waterjets may serve as a useful companion to conventional detection and classification methods.
Keywords and phrases: signal processing, classification, pattern recognition, high-pressure waterjet, object detection, unexploded
ordnance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The United Nations estimates that millions of mines lie
buried around the world. Improving landmine detection capability is paramount to saving lives of innocent victims.
There are numerous landmine detection systems under investigation, including thermal, chemical, acoustic, hyperspectral imagery, ground penetrating radar (GPR), and metal
detectors (MD) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Only a few are actively used in

the field. Hand-held units utilizing MDs are commonly used.
Landmine metal content, soil conditions, and depth are particularly relevant for the MD. Size and shape of the buried
object, soil conditions, mine burial depth, and object similarity to landmines provide constraints for MD- and GPR-based
landmine detection capability [6, 7, 8]. MDs have proven
successful with metallic-based landmines. However, there are
many landmines that are plastic-cased and contain minute
amounts of metal. The MD responses for these landmine
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Figure 1: A high-pressure waterjet rapidly bores a hole through the
soil to strike a buried object. The impact of the waterjet with the
buried object creates sounds which are indicative of that object. A
typical antipersonnel mine may be 3 in diameter and buried 2
deep. The microphone and nozzle are typically located 1 –4 above
the soil surface.

types are often weak, making it diﬃcult to diﬀerentiate the
plastic landmines from the mineral content of the surrounding soil. Due to high sensitivity, an MD very often provides
a false positive signal for small metal debris. GPR sensors
have proven more successful in detecting plastic-cased mines.
However, GPR sensor systems often suﬀer from high falsealarm rates since they respond to dielectric discontinuities
in metallic and nonmetallic objects. As a result, there is a
need for confirmation sensors to help resolve false alarms.
Furthermore, the MD- and GPR-based systems provide only
an approximate location for the potential landmines. A confirmation sensor such as a metal rod is currently used to precisely locate the mine. In this paper, waterjet technology is
investigated as a confirmation sensor for landmine location
and discrimination.
A high-pressure waterjet, fired at soil, will quickly create
a borehole in the soil (Figure 1). If the waterjet hits an object, the object vibrates, producing a sound that may be used
to detect and even identify that object [9, 10]. This sound is
a function of the waterjet, its angle with respect to the object, the position at which the object is struck, the characteristics of the surrounding environment (soil cover), and the
physical characteristics of the object like its shape, elasticity,
and mass. The majority of energy in the sound is typically in
the range of 2–10 kHz. The total force applied to the object
is small, less than 5 pounds for a waterjet fired at 2500 psi
through a 0.05 nozzle. This force is typically much less than
what is required to set oﬀ a landmine. If needed, even less
force can be used by decreasing the pressure or nozzle size.
Depending on pressure, nozzle diameter and firing time, the
waterjet can penetrate up to 12 deep [11]. This research in
waterjet-based landmine detection is based on the premise
that the acoustic signal produced by the impingent waterjet

is characteristically diﬀerent for diﬀerent types or classes of
objects [9, 10]. Our objective is to show the potential of using the sound produced by a high-pressure waterjet impact
to detect and classify buried landmines.
Three methods of detecting and classifying a buried object using the sound of a waterjet impact were investigated.
The methods were based on (a) using unique features computed from the correlation of the recorded sound over time
with weighted density distribution (WDD) functions, (b) using a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator applied to the
power spectral density of the recorded signal, and (c) using a hidden Markov model (HMM) and cepstral coeﬃcients
to model the system as a time-dependent random process
whose spectral characteristics are governed by a first-order
Markov process. A variety of methods to improve the accuracy of these techniques were explored. The theory and rationale behind each of these three methods and their ability
to classify objects are summarized in the following sections.
2.
2.1.

THEORY
Basis functions applied to temporal acoustic data

The first approach investigated computed temporal features
of the acoustic signal. To quantify the change in acoustic signal magnitude over time, correlation of the acoustic
signal magnitude with a set of basis functions was examined. WDD functions have been applied for computing spatially and temporally distributed features in hand-held units
for landmine/no-landmine discrimination from MD signals
[12, 13, 14]. Here, we extend this research to the application
of the WDD functions for determining temporal features
from the magnitude response of an acquired acoustic signal.
The application of the WDD functions to waterjet data is intended to quantify two components of the temporal acoustic signal: (1) low frequency content of the acoustic signal
and (2) consistency of the acoustic signal magnitude variation for diﬀerent object types over the duration of the acoustic response. The temporal features are point-to-point correlations of the WDD functions with the sample-by-sample
magnitude of the acoustic signal.
Figure 2 shows the WDD functions, Wk (for k = 1, . . . , 6),
that were correlated with measured and windowed sound
signals. From Figure 2, the WDD function number is given
in parentheses. Let r[n] represent the windowed sound signal with N total samples (n = 1, . . . , N). The WDD functions are piecewise linear, where the WDD function values
for each piecewise linear segment are adjusted based on the
number of samples (N) to facilitate point-to-point correlation. Let Wk [n] denote the value of the WDD function at
sample position n. Six WDD features, ( f1 , . . . , f6 ), are computed as
fk =

N

i=1

r[i]Wk [i]

(1)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Six additional features, ( f7 , . . . , f12 ), are
computed from the absolute diﬀerence between consecutive
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Figure 2: WDD functions were correlated with acoustic data produced by the waterjet-mine interaction to calculate temporal features of
the acoustic data.

sound values as
fk =

N



r[i] − r[i − 1]Wk [i]

(2)

i=1

for k = 7, 8, . . . , 12, where r[0] = 0.
A clustering-based approach was used to discriminate
landmines from soil or harmless objects using the twelve
WDD features. To compute clusters, the sound data collected
at each test site was divided into 10 randomly chosen training
and test sets, using 80% of the data for training and the remaining 20% for test (see following sections). K-means clustering [15] of the landmine encounters from the training data
was performed to generate a model representation of landmines. The number of clusters, m, was determined empirically.
The nearest neighbor approach was used for landmine
discrimination [15]. Let Di denote the Euclidean distance
from cluster i (1 ≤ i ≤ m), where m is the number of
clusters. Then, Dmin = min(D1 , . . . , Dm ) represents the minimum distance from the feature vector for the current waterjet encounter. Dmin is determined for all landmines and
harmless objects from the training data. Let A = {A1 , . . . , Ar }
represent the set of minimum distances for the landminewaterjet encounters from the training data to the nearest
landmine cluster, where r is the number of landmine clusters.
Let B = {B1 , . . . , Bs } denote the corresponding set of minimum distances for the nonlandmine waterjet training encounters. The confidence value assigned for each encounter
was assigned as
C



1


 A − 0.5B − 0.5D
max
min
min
=

A
−
B

max
min



0

where Amax = max{A1 , . . . , Ar } and Bmin = min{B1 , . . . , Bs }.
C is assigned the value 1 for distances less than the minimum
distance found for non-landmines (i.e., the encounter was
with a harmless object) and declines linearly to 0 based on
the maximum distance determined for landmines.
2.2.

Maximum likelihood applied
to power spectral density

The second approach investigated used the power spectral
density of the sound produced by the waterjet encounter to
detect landmines. This approach is a classic method used to
detect and classify a signal in a noisy, indeterminate environment. It was tested because it is simple to apply and works
well for a broad set of problems. Probability density functions were generated for the signal power as a function of
frequency for diﬀerent types of encounters. Object detection
and classification was based on an ML decision.
Previous research has shown that the sampled microphone data, r[n], becomes quasistationary approximately
250 ms after the waterjet is turned on over dry sand [10].
Within the quasi-stationary period, r[n] can be modeled
well as a Gaussian stationary random process [16]. As such,
r[n] can be characterized by its power spectrum, Sr ( f ). The
power spectrum derived from any particular signal will depend on a set of physical parameters, θ, such as object type,
depth, and soil condition. In discrete form, the probability
density function for a particular parameter set θi is given by


1
T −1
f x, θi =  1/2
e−1/2(x−xi ) Ci (x−xi ) ,
Ci  (2π)k/2

(4)

where


for Dmin < Bmin
for Bmin ≤ Dmin<2Amax −Bmin ,
for Dmin ≥ 2Amax − Bmin ,
(3)

Sr f0


Sr

x=



..
.




f1 


Sr fk





(5)
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is a vector of measured power spectral density values at discrete frequencies f0 through fk , k is the number of discrete
frequencies available, and xi and Ci are the vector mean and
cross correlation matrix, respectively, of the power spectral
density associated with physical parameter set θi . For our
tests, the parameters xi and Ci were estimated from calibration data [17].
A widely accepted solution for the best choice among the
set of simple hypotheses {H j } is given by the hypothesis, Hi ,
for which [17]






f x, θi ≥ f x, θ j



∀ j,

(6)

where the search space {θ j } is defined over all possible physical parameters that may be encountered in a particular test.
The hypothesis Hi is an “ML” solution.
Datasets used in this study were small, so principal component analysis was used to improve results. In this case [18],


1
T  −1 T
f x, θi =   1/2
e−1/2(x−xi ) U Λ U (x−xi ) ,
Λ  (2π) j/2
i

(7)

where U is a matrix of eigenvectors, Λ is a diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues, λi , and Ĉi = UΛU T . The principal components of Ĉi are given by the eigenvalues λ0 , . . . , λ j for which
λ j > ε, where ε is a constant chosen heuristically. The number
of principal components may vary between parameter sets
for a given constant ε. A change in the number of principal
components causes a fundamental change in the value of the
probability density function. Since the components are orthogonal, this change can be seen by the decomposition of
f (x, θi ) as the joint probability of individual components λ j :




f x, θi =


j





fλ j x, θi ,

(8)

where




fλ j x, θi =

−1 T
T
1
e−1/2(x−xi ) u j λ j u j (x−xi ) .
1/2
λ1/2
(2π)
j

(9)

Representation of one hypothesis with more principal components, j, than another places a more restrictive condition
on the hypothesis with more principal components since the
data must align well along more component directions. To
accurately compare values of probability density between parameter sets with a diﬀerent number of principal components, the jth root of the probability density function was
taken before comparison. In this way, we are eﬀectively calculating the geometric mean among values of the probability density function for each principal component and using
that geometric mean to compare hypotheses.
2.3. Hidden Markov model approach
The third approach investigated was based on an HMM of
the dynamics of the waterjet-soil-object interaction. The observation feature vector for discrimination is based on linear
prediction coeﬃcients and cepstral analysis which captures
the local time-variant spectral characteristics of the waterjetsoil-object interaction.

The use of HMMs for object detection is motivated
by the characteristics of the waterjet-soil-object interaction.
Figure 1 shows a simple illustration of the waterjet setup and
expected waterjet-soil-object interaction. We describe any
acoustic signal as a combination of three states corresponding to the following ones:
State 1: interaction of jet with soil.
State 2: interaction of the jet with the object (when present).
State 3: decay of the jet.
The presence of the object is dictated by the presence or absence of State 2. Also, the probability of the presence of the
subsequent state is dependent on the current state of the
model, which is a first-order Markov model. Neither of these
states are visible to the user; the user only hears the acoustic
signal produced. These states show themselves as a function
of the acoustic signal that is picked up by the microphone,
thus the name hidden states, and hidden Markov models.
The HMM for a given object is described in terms of the
probabilities of a state transition from one state to the other
and the probability of the state given an observation signal
[19, 20]. These probabilities and hence the HMM’s can be
learned using signals emitted from known objects within calibration lanes. The first step in defining the HMM is the feature selection and generation of the observation sequence.
The observation signal is the sound produced by the
waterjet-soil-object interaction during the firing of the waterjet pulse. This raw acoustic signal is reduced to an observation sequence consisting of multidimensional feature vectors that capture the evolution of the waterjet-soil-object interaction. For the current research we have adopted cepstral
analysis to define the feature vector for the waterjet signal
that is then used by the HMM to classify that signal, though
it is possible that several other feature-extraction tools may
work just as well. Similar features are often used in speech
processing for speech recognition and analysis [19].
Cepstral coeﬃcients characterize the logarithm of the
amplitude spectrum of the observed signal and are thus better suited for our detection problem when compared to the
linear predictive coeﬃcients themselves. The waterjet could
be thought of as a source signal (impact). The recorded
sound at the microphone can be thought of as the response of
the buried object to this waterjet (impact) signal. The characteristic signature of this object could then be modeled in
terms of its impulse response b(t). Assuming that the source
signal of the waterjet is s(t), the recorded signal x(t) is given
by
x(t) = b(t)∗ s(t) + η(t) or X( f ) = B( f )S( f ) + N( f ), (10)
where η(t) is an additive noise component which may be due
to the background noise (such as that from the high-pressure
pump) or the waterjet exiting the nozzle. For the purposes of
the current discussion, we will assume that this component
can either be neglected or has been filtered beforehand. Note
that the spectral characteristics of the source signal s(t) are
not fixed and may vary due to factors such as change in waterjet pressure and variation in the standoﬀ distance from the
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Figure 3: Plot showing the evolution of feature vectors with time
for the signal produced by the background.

Figure 4: Plot showing the evolution of feature vectors with time
for the signal produced by a mine (low metal antipersonnel mine).

nozzle to the surface and/or object. The quantity of interest
here is the signature of the object modeled by b(t) while the
source signal s(t) could be considered as undesirable noise
which could obscure this signature. The logarithm of the amplitude spectrum of the observed signal is given by

An HMM is characterized by three sets of probability matrices: the transition probability matrix (A), the observation
probability matrix (B), and a prior probability matrix (Π).
For the current analysis we have assumed that the system always starts in state “one” so that the prior probability matrix
is fixed. Given the current state, the transition probability
matrix gives the probability of occurrence of the new state.
Also for a given state, the observation probability matrix assigns a probability to the occurrence of the new observation
feature vector. In order to avoid computational complexity
associated with continuous observation probability density
functions, the feature vectors in the observation sequence
are often quantized into a set of finite symbols using vector
quantization. The symbols are assigned according to a minimum distance to the prototype vectors stored in a codebook
(ℵ) [20]. The codebook can be estimated using the available calibration data. Given the raw observation sequence
Rn = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rT }, the discrete observation sequence is obtained using vector quantization as On = {o1 , o2 , . . . , oT } so
that













log X( f ) ≈ log B( f ) + log S( f ).

(11)

Thus, while variation in the spectrum of the source signal
will aﬀect the spectrum of the observed signal in a multiplicative manner, the corresponding eﬀect on the logarithm
of the spectrum is additive. As a result, the cepstral coeﬃcients are more robust to variations in the source signal.
Figures 3 and 4 show the plot of a sequence of feature vectors for waterjet-induced signals corresponding to
background-only noise and impact with the mine, respectively. Each subplot in these figures shows the feature vector
rk = {Ck , ∆Ck } over time for each block of the signal that is
processed, where “k” is the block number ranging from 1 to
T (T = 30), where T is the number of overlapping blocks per
squirt, and Ck and ∆Ck are the cepstral and delta cepstral coeﬃcients for the kth block, respectively. The set of all feature
vectors for a given pulse define the raw observation sequence
Rn = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rT }, where subscript n represents the nth
squirt. In Figures 3 and 4, feature vectors for each block are
displayed in bottom-to-top, left-to-right order. Each block is
numbered for convenience.
Comparing Figures 3 and 4, we can clearly see the diﬀerences between the shape of the cepstral feature vectors associated with the background and the mine. Also note that the
feature vectors are very similar for approximately the first 4
frames which show that the starting portion of the pulse for
separate firings over diﬀerent objects share similar characteristics. This duration may however depend on the depth of the
buried object, waterjet pressure, and other factors.





ok = V Q rk , ℵ ,





ok ∈ V = v1 , v2 , . . . , vM ,

(12)

where V is the set of all possible observation symbols and operator V Q{rk , ℵ} represents the vector quantization process
for the given observation rk and the codebook (ℵ).
An HMM for the system with N states and M observation symbols is parameterized in terms of three probability matrices A, B, and Π. We use the notation, Λ =
{AN ×N , BN ×M , Π1×N } to indicate the complete parameter set
of the model. Given a set of observation sequences for the
system, the HMM parameter Λ = {AN ×N , BN ×M , Π1×N } can
be estimated using the Baum-Walsh method [19]. In general,
we would expect diﬀerent Markov models for diﬀerent types
of buried objects (due to diﬀerent characteristics of notional
State 2 described earlier).
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Given the HMM for class l, Λl = {AN ×N , BN ×M , Π1×N },
the probability that the observation sequence On =
{o1 , o2 , . . . , oT } is a result of a first-order Markov process defined by Λl is given by the conditional probability of class l
given Λl and On :








 

 

P lOn , Λl = P On Q̂n , Λl P Q̂n Λ
= πq1

T

k=1

(13)

bqk ok aqk−1 qk ,

where πq1 is the prior probability of state q1 , bqk ok is the probability of observation ok in state qk and aqk−1 qk is the probability of transition from state qk−1 to qk . Q̂n is the optimal
sequence of states Qn = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qT } that maximizes the
conditional probability P(l|On , Λl ). Thus,


Q̂n = arg max P lOn , Λl ,
Qn





Qn = q1 , q1 , . . . , qT . (14)

For waterjet-based detection purposes, an HMM is estimated
for each class of object to be detected. Once the HMM has
been learned for a given class or identity of object (for example, a given mine or a given class of mines), a new observation is said to belong to class l if the conditional probability
p(1|On , Λl ) is above some threshold. For a multiclassification
problem, the above conditional probability can be obtained
for each class of objects and the class with highest conditional
probability defines the identity of the buried object. Thus




L = arg max P lOn , Λl ,
l

3.

l ∈ {classification}.

(15)

LABORATORY DATA

Mine detection algorithms were tested both using laboratory
data and field data. Laboratory data was used to test the algorithms’ ability to detect when an object was struck by the
waterjet as opposed to when the waterjet struck only soil or
sand. It is important to be able to distinguish a miss from a
hit so the user knows when an object has been struck and because a human operator can construct a mental picture of the
object’s size and shape simply by striking the object several
times at diﬀerent locations (as is often done with a titanium
probe). Such a method could also be very useful for showing if an MD has indicated a large object that is potentially a
mine or a small bit of metallic debris. Field data was used to
test the algorithms’ ability to classify the type of object struck.
The following section details the methods and results related to the laboratory data. Field data are discussed afterwards in another section.

Figure 5: Data was taken in the laboratory using the setup shown.
Sounds produced by the waterjet-soil-object interaction were
recorded by the microphone on the left. The position and firing of
the waterjet nozzle (right) were controlled by a computer.

controlled automatically through a computer control system.
Sounds were sampled and recorded with 16 bits of precision at 44.1 kHz using a Peavey cardioid unidirectional microphone. Water pressure was approximately 3000 psi. The
waterjet was turned on for approximately 1 second for each
squirt. Nozzle diameter was 0.043 . A total of 29 recordings
were made of a waterjet encounter with an object and 163
of an encounter with only sand. Each recording contained a
single firing of the waterjet.
For testing purposes, 10 sets of test and training data were
prepared from the laboratory data. For each set, 20% of the
data (20% of the object encounters and 20% of sand-only encounters) were randomly allocated for testing and 80% were
allocated for training. The ability of each algorithm to detect
buried objects was measured using these datasets. Results are
reported for the average performance among these sets.
3.2.

Results

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were calculated for each detection algorithm based on its ability to detect when the waterjet hit an object. ROC curves are given
for the WDD, ML, and HMM approaches in Figure 6. The
probability of false alarm necessary to reach a 90% probability of detection was 0.18 for the WDD approach, 0.25 for
the maximum likelihood approach, and 0.56 for the HMM
approach.

3.1. Methods

4.

FIELD DATA

Laboratory data was taken from objects buried in a sandfilled tub, as illustrated in Figure 5. Objects (either a rock
or dummy antipersonnel landmine) were buried approximately 1.5 below the sand. Objects were approximately 3
to 4 in diameter. The waterjet was fired into the sand approximately every 2 . Location and firing of the jet was

Field data was used to determine the ability of the algorithms
to classify the type of object struck by the waterjet. Data was
first taken in calibration lanes, where the type of object was
known at each position. This calibration data was used to improve and train our algorithms. Data was next taken in blind
test lanes, where only the approximate position of buried
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tween 30 and 45 degrees. While this firing angle diﬀered from
the angle used in our laboratory tests shown earlier, preliminary studies in the laboratory indicate that the angle should
not prevent detection and discrimination. The more shallow
firing angle was required for other tests we performed using
radar as part of another study.

1

Probability of detection
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Probability of false alarm
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1

ML approach
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Figure 6: Receiver operating characteristic curve showing the ability of each approach (ML, WDD, HMM) to detect when the waterjet struck a buried object. Results are shown for data taken in the
laboratory.

objects was known. Data from the blind test lanes was used
to show the eﬃcacy of the methods. The methods and results
are discussed below. Because each algorithm has its own peculiar strength and weaknesses, the tests and preprocessing
methods applied to the calibration data will diﬀer from one
algorithm to another.
4.1. Hardware
A hand-held “lance,” shown in Figure 7, was constructed to
gather field data.1 The lance was constructed to allow an individual deminer to survey the field, giving him great freedom
in the placement and number of test shots used. The lance is
connected through hoses to a high-pressure pump and reservoir. A test shot is made every time the deminer presses the
trigger. The length of the shot is controlled by an electronic
timer and a solenoid valve mounted on the lance. Our tests
used a waterjet pressure of 2000–2500 psi, a 0.05 diameter
nozzle, and squirt duration of approximately 1 second. For
this setup, each squirt used approximately 2.2 cm3 of water
and penetrated the soil approximately 6 . The nozzle size
and duration can be reduced to limit water usage, but even
at this volume a deminer could work all day using only a few
gallons of water. Sounds from each squirt were recorded by
a Schoeps CCM41 supercardioid microphone mounted on
the lance arm. Sounds were sampled at 96 kHz using a 24
bit digital-to-analog converter. Before each shot, the wand
was placed firmly on the ground and supported by the tripod
mounts. The angle between the nozzle and ground varied be1 The lance was designed by Dr. Grzegorz Galecki and Dr. David Summers of the UMR Rock Mechanics Laboratory.

Calibration and test lanes

Test and calibration lanes were provided for sand and for clay
at a government test facility. Each lane contained 10 buried
objects. Five objects were buried at a particular depth for calibration and five for test. Objects included 7 types of landmines and 3 types of harmless objects, as given in Table 1.
Landmines were primarily antipersonnel-type mines, usually
with very low metal content, though one antitank mine was
included in the study.2 Mines ranged in size from antipersonnel mines approximately 3 in diameter to an anti-tank
mine approximately 12 in diameter. No specific object or
mine type was repeated in a particular calibration lane. The
location of each object in the lane was identified with a flag.
The identity of objects next to each flag was given to UMR
for the calibration sites. Test sites were constructed under
the same conditions and from the same objects as calibration
sites, but the object at a particular site was unknown to UMR;
hence there were five “unknown” objects buried at 2 and 4
in both sand and clay (20 unknown objects total). Objects
at “blind” test sites were identified for UMR after analysis
was complete. The depths of test objects were known for clay
but were unknown for sand (either 2 or 4 as at calibration
sites).
4.3.

Data

A total of 52 acoustic signals were collected from calibration
sites for objects as well as five signals for the waterjet hitting
only clay (no object clutter) and three signals for sand only
(no object clutter). There were 26 waterjet-object encounters
in clay and in sand each. Multiple shots were taken at each
object. After squirting an object in the calibration lane, it was
manually confirmed that the shot actually hit the desired object. No confirmation of a hit or miss was taken at blind test
sites, as such confirmation could not be done during actual
demining. At test sites, hits or misses were determined from
the recorded sound using our algorithms. For this reason, it
is possible that some recordings at test sites were classified as
hitting an object when, in fact, they did not. This possibility may skew classification results shown later, but is true to
what would occur during an actual demining operation.
4.4.

Preprocessing and filtering of the acoustic signal

When the waterjet is fired, a low frequency vibration is induced in the wand due to the opening and closing of the waterjet valve. This vibration is picked up by the microphone
due to its high sensitivity. This low-frequency vibration was
2 An agreement with our sponsor prevents us from specifying the precise
mines used in the study.
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Figure 7: The waterjet lance used to collect data in the field.

Table 1: Type of object located at each flag position in field calibration lanes.
Flag number

2 sand calibration lane

4 sand calibration lane

2 clay calibration lane

4 clay calibration lane

1
2
3
4
5

Antipersonnel
Antipersonnel
Wood block
Antipersonnel
Antipersonnel

Antipersonnel
Plastic disc
Antipersonnel
Metal disc
Antipersonnel

Metal disc
Plastic disc
Antipersonnel
Antipersonnel
Antitank

Metal disc
Plastic disc
Wood block
Antipersonnel
Antipersonnel

found to be additive with sounds picked up by the microphone so that we were able to filter away this contribution.
A high pass 2048-tap FIR filter with a cutoﬀ frequency of
100 Hz was used to remove this signal. Since our tests indicate there is typically no useful information in the frequency
range of approximately 0–120 Hz, we were able to do this preprocessing without any loss of useful information.
4.5. Object classification
Data from calibration sites was used to train each classification approach and determine optimal processing methods.
Once training was complete, the approaches were used to
classify the sounds from the blind test sites. Identity of the
objects at blind test sites was revealed to the authors after
classification was complete. A discussion of the results of
training and optimizing algorithms using calibration data
follows.
4.5.1. WDD approach—calibration
Two classification approaches were investigated. First, individual models were developed for sand and for clay based on
a K-means, nearest-neighbor-based discriminator. Second,
a single model were developed that combined the clay and
sand encounters into a single dataset. Experiments were performed to compare classification results using the two models. For the separate models, the 2 and 4 sand calibration
data was used to train a WDD “sand + landmine” model.
Likewise, the 2 and 4 clay calibration landmine encounters
was used to train a WDD “clay + landmine” model. Soil-only
encounters were used to normalize data within each soil type.

Data was normalized by subtracting the mean of the soil-only
encounter for the specific soil type and dividing by the standard deviation. WDD features were computed from the normalized data. For the combined-soil-type model, the sand
and clay encounters were combined to generate one dataset
from which the WDD landmine model was developed. For
the combined-soil type, the means and standard deviations
determined from the sand-only and clay-only data were used
to normalize the respective sand and clay data. For evaluation
purposes, all landmine encounters were used for training.
During testing, the Euclidean distance to the nearest representative landmine cluster was calculated for each encounter.
Distances were used to classify objects as harmless or as landmines. ROC curves were used to evaluate results.
Experimental results showed that the combined-soil
model discriminated between landmines and harmless objects better than the separate-soil models did. However, the
overall landmine classification rates were poor. Setting the
threshold to achieve 100% correct landmine recognition
yielded 27.7% correct harmless object classification. Setting
the threshold to achieve 62.0% correct landmine classification yielded 83.3% correct harmless object classification.
Experimental results for the combined soil model showed
that classification rates for the first squirt at each object
were much better than for the remaining squirts. Specifically, classification using the first encounter at each flag
position yielded 92.3% correct landmine recognition with
72.7% correct harmless object recognition. The first shot
may be a better predictor because each shot causes some
changes to the soil conditions that are reflected in the sounds
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Table 2: Percentage objects correctly identified in field calibration dataset using ML approach. In this case, the test data was taken from the
same dataset used to form test statistics.
Percent correctly identified
Preprocessing method
None
Normalize
Log
Normalize and Log

Grouping 1
soil, object, depth

Grouping 2
object type

Grouping 3
mine/harmless

19%
11%
10%
12%

37%
47%
25%
24%

53%
83%
92%
93%

produced on subsequent firings. Accordingly, the following
approach was used for classifying the blind test encounters.
The combined-soil WDD feature-based landmine model was
used. Test data was normalized as before. The first encounter
or squirt at each flag location was used as the basis for the
landmine/harmless object classification decision. The same
distance thresholds were used to classify test data as with calibration data. If the Euclidean distance was less than or equal
to the threshold, the encounter would be labeled as a landmine. Otherwise, the encounter was called a harmless object.
If the encounter was labeled as a landmine, the type of landmine assigned to the encounter would simply be the landmine type from the calibration encounters with the closest
Euclidean distance. If the encounter was labeled as a harmless object, the type of harmless object assigned to the encounter would simply be the harmless object type from the
calibration encounters with the closest Euclidean distance.
4.5.2. Maximum likelihood approach—calibration
The maximum likelihood approach allows a grouping of data
types that may be diﬃcult to obtain with the other classification techniques. Since our calibration data was limited, the
ability to form larger groups that may be independent of one
or more physical parameters (for example depth or soil type)
may allow the formation of better test statistics. Several possible groupings of the data were tested.
(i) Grouping 1. Data was grouped according to soil type
(sand, clay), specific identity, and depth. For example,
encounters with a wooden block buried at 2 in sand
would be used to generate one set of statistics. Encounters with a wooden block buried at 4 in sand would be
used to generate another. Results thus included identification of the object, depth, and soil type. In this case,
objects were classified as belonging to one of 20 diﬀerent groups.
(ii) Grouping 2. Data was grouped together according to
object type (e.g., wood block versus plastic plate), regardless of the depth of the object or the type of soil
the object was placed in. Objects were classified as belonging to one of 11 diﬀerent groups.
(iii) Grouping 3. Data was grouped into two classes, landmine or harmless object.
Optimal preprocessing of data may also improve results.
Three methods of preprocessing the data before application

of the ML approach were tested: (a) normalization of the
power spectral density such that the integral of power spectral density evaluated to one for each measured signal, (b)
taking the log of the power spectral density, and (c) first normalizing and then taking the log of the power spectral density. These techniques were also compared to the case where
no preprocessing was done.
All available calibration data was used for initial training and testing. Calibration tests should still reflect performance reasonably well since data is represented statistically
using only a few components and thus the approach cannot
“memorize” the training set. Test signals were associated with
a group according to whichever group had the highest-valued
probability density function as shown in (4).
Results for the calibration dataset are shown in Table 2.
The ML approach was able to correctly classify 93% of objects as harmless or harmful by normalizing and taking the
log of data and was able to predict the object identity with up
to a 47% accuracy by normalizing data before processing.
4.5.3. HMM approach—calibration
To make the estimation of LPC/cepstral coeﬃcients less noisy
and more representative of the desired signal, the original
44.1 kHz raw data were downsampled to a 6000 Hz signal.
Earlier analysis has shown that the discriminatory information is predominantly in the lower frequency spectrum of the
waterjet-induced acoustic signal. Up to 8th-order LPC coefficients were used for the feature vector so that the resulting
feature vector was 22-dimensional.
As discussed earlier, a discrete HMM with finite observation symbols describing three states was used. A major issue
in vector quantization was the design of an appropriate codebook for quantization. After some trials we found a codebook size of 64 to be appropriate for this application (i.e.,
there were 64 possible observations in each state). A larger
codebook was not possible because we were working with a
very limited dataset. Separate codebooks were designed for
diﬀerent soil conditions and diﬀerent depths. To design the
codebook, we selected an equal number of raw observation
sequences corresponding to mines and harmless objects. The
feature vectors for all these observations were concatenated
and passed on as a representative training sequence to a program that designs the codebook using a K-means segmentation algorithm [21]. A Euclidean distance metric was used in
the generation of the codebook and for code assignment.
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Table 3: Percentage of objects correctly classified as harmful or harmless at blind field test sites.

Sand, mixed depth
Soil, 2 depth
Soil, 4 depth

WDD prediction
50%
60%
60%

ML prediction
50%
60%
60%

HMM prediction
40%
60%
20%

Observer
90%
60%
60%

Table 4: Percentage of objects correctly identified (e.g., a wooden block or a rock) at blind field test sites.

Sand, mixed depth
Soil, 2 depth
Soil, 4 depth

WDD prediction
20%
20%
20%

ML prediction
10%
20%
20%

A separate HMM was trained for each desired classification of the targets. The calibration dataset was used to train
these HMMs. The following are the steps involved in the
training of the discrete HMMs.
(1) The number of states in our model was kept fixed at
N = 3.
(2) The transition matrix and the observation matrix were
randomly initialized. The a priori probabilities of the
states were initialized to Π = {1, 0, 0}, forcing the condition that the HMM always started in State 1.
(3) All squirts corresponding to the given class were selected and the corresponding observation sequence
was obtained.
(4) The quantized observation sequence was used to train
the state transition matrix and observation matrix
starting from the randomly initialized parameters using the Baum-Walsh method [19].
(5) Since the HMM parameter estimation may be trapped
in local minima, we performed the training routine
many times (with diﬀerent initial conditions) and
chose the model that had the maximum mean likelihood ratio.
Mine detection and classification was carried out at two levels. First, each squirt from the waterjet was classified as hitting either a mine or harmless object. Three separate HMMs
were trained using calibration data for each class and each
dataset. Second, after classifying the data into the classes of
mine and harmless object, we proceeded to try and identify the target type (from among the seven mine types and
three harmless object types) present in each data class. In
this case the signals from each dataset were classified based
on their target identity and separate HMMs were trained for
each target type. For the soil calibration data at 2 this results in 5 classes (4 mine types, one harmless object). Similarly for the soil calibration data at 4 we created 5 classes
and the sand calibration data generated 8 classes. After training, the HMMs were tested on the dataset on which they were
trained, to check if they had been trained properly.
When testing the HMMs using the calibration training
set, the HMM approach was able to correctly identify 100%

HMM prediction
10%
40%
20%

Observer
70%
40%
20%

of sounds as associated with a mine or harmless object and
was able to correctly predict the target identity for 92% of
the sounds. These results indicate that the training was accomplished eﬀectively.
4.5.4. Blind test site results
Sounds at the blind test sites were classified using the WDD,
ML, and HMM approaches as given in the previous sections.
Table 3 shows the percentage of objects correctly classified
as harmful or harmless for each technique. The percentage
of objects whose specific identity (e.g., wooden block as opposed to rock) was correctly predicted by the algorithms is
given in Table 4. These tables also include the performance
of a human observer who participated in the tests and made
predictions about the mine type based on what they heard or
saw. The human observer did not know which object was being struck until after results had been compiled and the tests
were complete.
5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this study was to show the potential of using the
sound produced by the impact of a high-pressure waterjet
to detect and classify buried landmines. Previous work had
shown this possibility existed, but did not show a clear route
toward achieving accurate classification [9, 10]. In the absence of additional direction, three methods based on the
temporal (WDD), spectral (ML), and a combination of temporal and spectral (HMM) characteristics were attempted.
Results with laboratory data suggest the low-frequency variation of the sound signal over time is a better indication
of when the waterjet hit or missed a buried object, as the
WDD approach slightly outperformed the other approaches
in this case. All three approaches performed similarly when
attempting to classify buried objects in field experiments.
The comparison in the field is a bit weak, however, due to the
small quantity of data available. A clear picture of the characteristics in the sound that best identifies the buried object is
still in question. The presence of these characteristics is indicated by the performance of the human observer in our tests.
Finding these characteristics remains for future studies.
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Classification techniques performed well when identifying whether the waterjet struck an object or hit only soil (i.e.,
identifying a hit/miss or object/no-object). Techniques also
performed well with calibration training data when classifying encounters as with a mine or harmless object or identifying the object, but performed poorly when using data from
the blind test sites. Poor performance at the blind test sites
was probably related to the quantity and quality of calibration data. Each technique requires a fair amount of calibration data for appropriate training. The amount of training
and test data available from our field study was relatively
small. With more data, we would expect better performance.
It is interesting to note that the human observer was generally able to classify waterjet signals better than our signal
processing algorithms, at least when classifying the object
struck by the waterjet. Humans have an amazing ability to
recognize patterns in audio signals. They also have the advantage that they may incorporate visual information into
their decision, such as the location of each hit or miss when
interrogating a buried object. The performance of the human
observer indicates that there is additional information in the
waterjet data that has not been exploited by our algorithms.
Recognizing this information is a key to improving results.
The preprocessing methods and classification techniques
used in these experiments were formed heuristically. Better
results could be expected if techniques were based on the
physics behind sound production. Sounds from the waterjet/object impact are a function of the interaction of the waterjet and object, the physical characteristics of the object, the
surrounding media, the borehole created by the waterjet, and
more. Understanding how sounds recorded by the microphone were produced would improve our ability to process
data and extract identifying information. This understanding
could be used to develop “filters” to remove unwanted information and produce measures related to the physical characteristics of the object.
In our tests, objects were classified by separately classifying the sounds from each individual squirt. The ML approach could easily be extended to make decisions based on
all the squirts at an object, rather than each squirt separately.
If the sounds made by a squirt at an object is independent of
other squirts, then the joint probability density function for
these sounds is given by






 







f x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , θi = f x1 , θi f x2 , θi · · · f xk , θi , (16)
where f (x1 , θi ) is the probability density function for an individual squirt on object i. For the set of sounds {xk }, the ML
prediction is given by the hypothesis, Hi , for which






f x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , θi ≥ f x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , θ j



∀ j.

(17)

Using all the shots over a single object to identify the object
within the calibration set improved identification of the object from 47% (single-shot classification) to 57%.
Using a waterjet to detect and classify buried objects is a
unique approach to demining. Hits or misses were classified
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in laboratory data with more than a 90% probability of detection while achieving less than a 20% false-alarm rate. The
type of object was correctly classified in up to 100% of cases
when using calibration data and up to 60% of cases using
blind test data. Results in the field were best with a human
observer, who was able to classify objects with up to 90% accuracy. While better detection is needed for actual demining
purposes, these preliminary results show the promise of the
waterjet approach. Future research into the mechanisms that
generate the sounds and into refinement of our classification
algorithms should yield better results. The waterjet may be
particularly useful as a confirmation sensor used with other
sensors, like an MD. In this case, the ability to quickly and
safely discern the size of a buried object or whether the object is harmful or harmless could significantly improve the
demining process.
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